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T he art market has been awash with

Russian money for at least 20 years.

London has benefited along with

every other financial capital. Oligarchs slugged

it out in the salerooms long after their

competitors had lost their puE. How will the

situation change after Russia’s predatory attack

on Ukraine? How will our markets get on

without Russia’s petro-dollars pouring in?

Russian tycoons with their flashy taste for gas-

guzzling Hummers, gilt-encrusted nightclubs

and big-name art collections were once so

prevalent. But now, if not gone, then they are at

least ducking low.

“There have been a huge amount of people in

the art world who have made a lot of money

from the Russians over the past decade or two,”

says Guy Jennings, senior director of the Fine

Art Group, an independent global team of

advisers and art-finance experts. “Oligarchs

invested heavily — and not just in strongly

patriotic pieces by avant-garde Russian

modernists, but in the sort of paintings that

they saw as children on school trips to the

Hermitage or the State Tretyakov: Cézanne,

Matisse or Picasso — the sort of pictures they

thought of as the brand names of great western

art.” And from there they bought right on

through to Francis Bacon, David Hockney and
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on to the flashier contemporaries, Damien

Hirst among them. They snapped up trophy

pictures by high-profile names.

In the past five years or so, however, the

Russian presence has dropped oE. To an extent,

Jennings suggests, it’s because the oligarchs

have already built up their collections. Their

interests have expanded beyond art. They

invest in auction houses, newspapers and

football clubs. But also the Far and Middle East

have been taking an increasingly powerful role.

As the Louvre Abu Dhabi, for instance, stages a

raid on auction-house treasures, the Russians

have shifted over from the steering wheel and

taken, if not quite the back seat, then at least

the passenger seat.

The invasion of Ukraine has undeniably stirred

up the cultural world. America and Europe are

Ukrainian avant-gardist Alexander Bogomazov’s Rolling the Logs, 1928-29



making their a]liations clear. For the moment,

works lent from Russia for big exhibitions —

the V&A’s Fabergé in London and the display of

the Morozov collection at the Louis Vuitton

Foundation in Paris prominent among them —

are remaining on display. But leading

individuals and institutions are taking a stand.

Art-world figures have called for a ban on

Russian participants in international

exhibitions such as the Venice Biennale and

Documenta. Berlin’s Neue Nationalgalerie has

organised a two-day event to raise funds for

refugees. Ian Blatchford, the director of the UK

Science Museum Group, has handed back his

Pushkin Medal (one of Russia’s highest

honours) to the Russian government in protest.

In the immediate wake of the invasion, there

were murmurs that Phillips, the Russian-owned

auction house, should be boycotted. It was

bought in 2008 by the Moscow-based luxury

Works lent from Russia for big exhibitions, like the V&A’s Fabergé in 

London, remain on display



retail conglomerate Mercury Group, founded by

Leonid Fridlyand and Leonid Strunin — neither

is on a US or UK sanctions list. Their countries

of residence are Monaco and Cyprus

respectively. Those rumours soon faded —

although Matthew Girling, the former chief

executive of Bonhams, told The Art Newspaper

he thinks Phillips should still be boycotted over

its Russian links.

ADVERTISEMENT

Yet on March 3 Phillips announced that it was

going to donate £5.8 million, the entirety of its

profits from its sale that evening, to the

Ukrainian Red Cross. The company had posted

a statement on Instagram condemning the

Russian invasion of Ukraine and calling for the

violence to end. Phillips has said it won’t do

business with anyone on the sanctions list.

One dealer tells me that one of his London-

based Russian buyers has approached him
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regarding the sale of his entire collection. “He

is looking to oioad because he is scared and

thinks that it would be safer to have everything

in cash. The AML [anti-money laundering] has

been all over the Russians for so long that it

will be hard for them to see art as a way to

guard their finances. Most Russians that I know

have simply gone to ground.”

Bogomazov’s Portrait of a Girl, 1910



Russian art will not lose value, Jennings says.

An important Russian master such as

Kandinsky has international status. His prices

won’t fluctuate. “But still, things will be quiet

over the next few months.” A general air of

uncertainty always unnerves the markets.

Dealers are wondering whether they will wait

out the June sales and keep their best works for

November when the political situation might

hopefully have settled. They are waiting and

watching to see how it will pan out. One of the

crucial indicators will be whether the auction

houses — such as MacDougall’s (the only fine-

art auction house to specialise exclusively in

Russian, Ukrainian and eastern European

works) — confirm whether or not they will be

staging their biannual Russian sales. Some 80

per cent of the works that come up at these

auctions are Russian-bought.

On the upside, Ukrainian art is on the rise.

Defiant artists, it is reported, continue to work

in their besieged country. Barricaded

basements double up as their studios. A special

programme of art that took place last week at

the Ukrainian Museum in Manhattan sold out

while the Ukrainian Museum-Archives, housed

in a small Cleveland campus, has reported a

dramatic increase in visitor numbers.
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In London, James Butterwick — whose Brook

Street sign, until February 24, proclaimed him

to be a dealer in Russian and Ukrainian art —

has dropped the Russian part of his branding.

In June at Maastricht, the annual art fair that

most accurately indicates the state of the

markets, Butterwick will be showing works by

that greatest of Ukrainian avant-gardists,

Oleksandr Bohomazov. He assumes that the

prices will take quite a hike — not least because

half of the money he raises will be donated to

humanitarian aid.
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